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How do I scan for stocks with high relative strength (not RSI) with respect to S&P?

relative-strength  scan

Here's a scanning blog article on the basics of developing a scan on the S&P, looking for stocks and sectors that are

outperforming.

Here's a graphic from the article which shows the creation of the scan, just to get you interested. See the full article for

all the details, Greg will probably remember this one.

Link to full article.

http://blogs.stockcharts.com/scanning/2011/04/modify-develop-and-test-a-custom-scan.html

Cheers Gord

Try this scan to see if it helps.

1) if you compare from the last High in the SPX you can measure how much the SPX is down and then scan for
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Gord told me about this scan in Seattle as well as another time. All the good things you can learn at Chartcon! Thanks Greg
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stocks whose price has moved up or fallen less. So if the SPX is currently down 12% from it's July high of 1356, Then

you can scan for stocks that have dropped less that 12 % in that time period ( 7 weeks or 37 days ago) as an

example.

[type = stock] and [country = us] and [daily sma(20,daily volume) > 40000] and [daily pctchange(37,daily close) > -12]

2) If you use the August 8th low close, you can scan for stocks that are up more than 7% in 16 days. [type = stock]

and [country = us] and [daily sma(20,daily volume) > 40000] and [daily pctchange(16,daily close) > 7] This will return

999.

Lets change it to scan for stocks up 15% (remember that the SPX is up 7%) so these stocks are outperforming.

[TYPE = STOCK] AND [COUNTRY = US] AND [DAILY SMA(20,DAILY VOLUME) > 40000] AND [DAILY

PCTCHANGE(16,DAILY CLOSE) > 15] This returns 245.

at the time of this writing it is August 30th. Greg
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